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Introduction

Public transport  provides safe, sustainable 
and cost-effective mobility.

Citizens and cities would be worse off without 
public transport!

But it is not enough for a sustainable future! 

Ambitious and visionary strategies have to be put 
in place

Tomorrow, more and better public transport is 
indispensable! 

Our aim is doubling market share of public 
transport by the year 2025



Why?

4
reasons

1 – Empowers the Economy

This systemic crisis calls for deep change

Right moment to trigger societal change

Abandon car-dependent life-style

Safe and green jobs

Often largest employer of a city

Every euro in PT generates 4 in total economy

Reduce dependency on fossil fuels and 
improve balance of payment

Why cities would be worse off without PT?



Why?

4
reasons

2 – helps the planet breathe

Transport = 30% of total 
energy consumption in the 
EU and about 19% of GHG 
emissions in the world

Demand for mobility grows

PT consumes 3-4 time less 
energy per pass-km

Why cities would be worse off without PT?



3 – brings everyone everywhere

No city can function efficiently 
without a public transport system.

Public transport is the most cost-
effective mobility offer for all layers 
of the community in cities.

It brings people together

PT promotes healthier life-style and 
improves safety for all

Why?

4
reasons Why cities would be worse off without PT?



Why?

4
reasons

4 – alleviates congestion

Urban space is a precious commodity. PT 
consumes it more efficiently than a car-
dominant society.

A car commuter consumes 90 times more 
space than a rail commuter.

Congestion around the world will stifle 
cities unless mobility patterns undergoes 
radical change.

Congestion costs 2 % of GDP

Why cities would be worse off without PT?



In a 
nutshell

A massive shift to public transport 
contributes to a sustainable future for 
people and business.

Investing in efficient and sustainable 
transport will help solving many urban 
challenges. 

Public transport means progress for 
societies and can provide citizens with an 
attractive mobility package.

In a nutshell…Set your ambitions

We all agree! But what does it mean when 
PT is already well developped?



What is 
doubling 
about?

As an association, showing leadership
–IRU campaign
–Starts appearing in EU working papers

Worldwide target, not same effort eveywhere! 

Encourage ambition 

Support the multidisciplinary approach to PT 
development

As an organisation (OA or operator), 
Maintain a sharp eye on market evolution 
Show an offensive attitude, 
Don’t be pleased with “Business as usual”
Find your weaknesses
Try to always improve



How?

5
keys 5 keys for successful public transport

1 – Life style services to become the 
mode of choice for citizens

2 – Visionary integrated urban policies

3 – A new business culture

4 – Stable funding and investment 
schemes

5 – Stick-and-carrot tactics

Again, we all agree! But what does it mean 
when PT is already well developped?



Some 
examples 
not far 
away...

Paris PT: good practice, quality

Excellent market share : 60+%

Impossible to double!!

Is it the whole truth?

Is there no room for strong action?



Paris

- Low PT! 

- Biggest market

- Fast growth

There, it is 
possible to 
double

How? 



Paris New orbital automatic metro as part 
of major integrated land-use and 
development efforts

–Governance and land use
–Finance
–Life-style services



Some 
examples 
not far 
away...

Gothenburg PT: good practice, quality

Decent market share in city (28%), but region : 16%

Target (2005-2020): 450,000 > 1,000,000 PT boardings 
/day



Some 
examples 
not far 
away...

Luxemburg

Fast growing service economy

Fast growing mobility, esp. cross-border traffic

Official governement target by 2020:

Double PT modal split from 12 to 25%

How?

Long-term and stable land-use planning for 
residential, service and industry areas

Massive investment in commuter railway + urban 
LRT

Diversified options : P+R, car-sharing...



Some 
examples 
not far 
away...

Geneva

Fast growing mobility

Official target by 2020:

Control growth of car use to 25% between 2006-
2020 (46% if nothing done)

This requires to double PT ridership

How?

Supply increase: 26% 2006-2010  

Massive investment in cross-border commuter 
railway + urban LRT

Very professional and aggressive marketing and 
product development, B2B etc...



Some 
examples 
not far 
away...

Brussels

Fast growing service economy (EU policy & 
administrative center)

Fast growing population (+ 17% in 2020)

Fast growing PT (+ 85% ridership in 10 
years):

Supply increase

Network redesign

New rolling stock

Marketing and modernisation strategies

Major investment program (Commuter rail, 
metro and tram extensions, driverless metro 
lines...)



Some 
examples 
not far 
away...

Why not look here? Helsinki

Remarkable achievements over the last 20 years

Market share PT : 38%

Impossible to double! Yes, but keep trying!

In 2010 alone: 

Investment & quality service: 2 major rail projects

Governance: improved  network integration

Expansion of Metropolitan Area to Region

Regional: HSL resp. for all planning and 
procurement functions of former YTV and HKL

National: merger of  Rail infra manager (RHK) 
and Road Administration for improved synergies 
and integration



Conclusions
The power to forge together a better 
mobility for our cities is in our hands!

This is the right time for:

Operators to boost business through quality 
delivery, innovation and entrepreneurship

Governments to recognize PT as part of the 
solutions, to earmark resources and organize 
the sector judiciously

Cities and local authorities to define ambitious 
market share objectives and develop 
sustainable mobility as part of integrated 
urban policies 

If you cannot double your market share, you can however 
help to realise the envisioned world-wide growth



Regulations 1370/07 on Public 
services obligations: first 
impact?



ThankThank you!you!


